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Abstract 
In this paper the problem of the on-line satisfiability of a Horn formula with uncertainty 
is addressed; we show how to represent a significant class of formulae by weighted directed 
hypergraphs and we present two algorithms that solve the on-line Horn-SAT problem and find 
a minimum model for the formula working on the dynamic weighted hypergraph representation. 
These algorithms make increasing assumptions on the formula and we find that the second one 
solves the on-line Horn-SAT problem with a total time linear in the size of the formula, matching 
the optimal result for Boolean Horn formulae. 
I. Introduction 
Working on a knowledge base over a realistically large domain necessarily involves 
some kind of uncertainty to be taken into account; such uncertainty can derive from 
different sources; for instance, we may know that some facts have some probability to 
be true, that a fact is true for a given fraction of the population or that a rule has some 
degree of applicability. Note that the first and second example cover different kinds of 
uncertainty: in the first example the fact can be true or false but we do not know its 
truth in advance; when we define a set of rules over a domain, we want their number 
to be small, expressing only the rules that apply to a relevant number of situations and 
we do not want to express all the exceptions explicitly. We can see uncertainty in the 
first example as a way to summarize all the exceptions to the rules that are explicitly 
expressed in our knowledge base. In the second example, the truth of the fact over the 
whole population is necessarily partial; in this case the uncertainty is a native part of 
information. Moreover, the third example shows that the same considerations hold for 
the rules of the knowledge base. 
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A first classification of the approaches to uncertainty is between numerical versus 
symbolic approaches: numerical approaches extend the set of allowed certainty values 
from the Boolean set; symbolic approaches maintain the Boolean truth but try to elicit 
the exceptions from the set of rules and relax the monotonicity requirement of the 
classical logic (see for example [19]). 
Among the numerical approaches, another classification can be done based on the 
number of values that express the certainty of a fact: the most important one-valued 
approaches are the probabilistic method based on the Bayesian rule [12, 18,191, the 
confirmation theory [24], used in MYCIN [6], also founded on probability theory and 
the fuzzy logic, by Zadeh [11,25], derived from the fuzzy sets theory, that intro- 
duces some generalizations of the Boolean functions. Another one-valued approach is 
the proposal by Bonissone et al. [5] that also uses trian~lar norms and cono~s as 
general replacements to the AND, OR and NOT Boolean functions. The two-valued 
approaches express at the same time the amount of certainty of a fact and the amount 
of certainty of its negation. Two-valued approaches include the evidence theory, by 
Dempster and Shafer [23], evidential reasoning [15] and evidence space [22]. In ne- 
cessity and possibility theory, by Zadeh [26], each fact has a corresponding normalized 
possibility distribution, i.e., an infinite number of truth values, each with its possibility. 
Symbolic approaches include, among others, nonmonotonic logic by McDe~ott and 
Doyle [9, lo], default logic by Reiter [21] and circ~scription [7]. Note that the list 
of references is not exhaustive. It only serves the purpose of relating our work to the 
main approaches in the field. 
Another classification in knowledge bases is extensional versus intensional approa- 
ches: extensional approaches, also known as rule-based, attach a certainty value to 
each fact and compute the certainty of a formula as a function of the certainties of 
its subfo~ulae. The main merit of rule-based knowledge bases is the property of 
nzodulariry, i.e., the capability to compute the overall certainty from the certainty of 
the subparts; this feature is very useful in situations where we want to add rules or 
modify the certainties of some facts on-line, since we do not need to recompute all 
the certainties. Intensional systems relax the modularity requirement and use a global 
approach, so in general they are more semantically robust but very space and time 
consuming. 
In this work we consider the problem of updating a knowledge base with unce~ainty. 
The type of knowledge bases we are dealing with are one-valued rule based systems of 
simple nature, namely Horn formulae; the problem we consider is to maintain the satisfi- 
ability and the minimum model of a Horn formula with uncertainty while the knowledge 
base is updated with the introduction of new clauses. This situation arises in several 
applications, especially during the design phase, when the designer wishes to check 
the consistency of the set of rules he is gradually constructing. Rule based systems are 
relevant because they exhibit a higher locality of the updates, that is, in general only a 
fraction of the information must be recomputed to take the new clauses into account. 
On the other hand, one valued systems with Horn clauses are a minimal but significant 
extension to Boolean knowledge bases with Horn clauses, a well known model. 
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The problem of on-line maintenance of a Boolean Horn formula has been considered 
in [2], where the formula is represented by a directed hypergraph which is built in- 
crementally starting from an empty one, and satisfiability of the formula is reduced to 
reachability on the hypergraph. This work generalizes those results to Horn formulae 
with uncertainty, using weighted directed hypergraphs, and reducing satisfiability with 
uncertainty to a maximum weight hyperpath problem on the hypergraph. 
While doing this generalization we have to carefully limit the expressiveness of the 
model we are dealing with; for instance, it is easy to see that allowing full generality 
in the choice of the functions that propagate certainties over the knowledge base can 
lead to endless propagation loops; in general we see that the formula can be more 
efficiently maintained on-line if the cardinality of the set of allowed certainty values is 
low, the Boolean formulas being the ones with the least number of allowed certainty 
values and the more efficiently maintainable. 
This paper is structured as follows: first, in Section 2, we formally define Horn 
formulae with uncertainty and the related concepts of satisfiability and minimum model; 
we then limit our attention to a subset of all possible Horn formulae with uncertainty. 
In Section 3 we define weighted directed hypergraphs and hyperpaths; subsequently, in 
Section 4, we show how we can map a Horn formula with uncertainty to a weighted 
directed hypergraph and we present some results that relate the truth of a propositional 
symbol to the weight of a hyperpath; in particular we prove that a Horn formula with 
uncertainty is satisfiable if and only if on the corresponding hypergraph the maximum 
weight of a hyperpath from node TRUE to node FALSE is zero; furthermore, we prove 
that given a satisfiable Horn formula with uncertainty, the minimum model is the one 
that assigns to each propositional symbol P, a certainty factor equal to the maximum 
weight of a hyperpath from node TRUE to the node P,. In Section 5, we show two 
algorithms to check the satisfiability and find the minimum model of a Horn formula 
with uncertainty; for each algorithm we prove the correctness and analyze the time 
complexity; in particular it is shown that the second algorithm solves the Horn-SAT 
problem with uncertainty in time linear in the length of the formula, extending to logics 
with uncertainty previous results [2] on propositional calculus; finally, in Section 6, we 
point out some open problems that deserve further investigation. 
2. Horn formulae with uncertainty 
The definitions below are from [ 171; some of them have been modified or added 
for a better understanding; the use of the terms certainty,fbctor [17] to denote a truth 
value and certainty function and combination Junction to denote the functions that 
combine different certainty factors belongs to Confirmation Theory [24]. 
A certuinty domain D is a set of numbers in [0, l] containing 0 and 1; a certainty 
domain contains all the possible certainty factors in a given logic with uncertainty; for 
example, in the propositional calculus the certainty domain is the set (0, l}, and in 
some logics with uncertainty the certainty domain is the real interval [0, 11; a certainty 
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factor is an element of a certainty domain; a certainty variable is a variable with 
values in a certainty domain. In [ 171 the notion of Horn clause with uncertainty has 
been introduced. Intuitively, a Horn clause with uncertainty expresses how the certainty 
of a fact depends on the certainties of a set of facts. A Horn clause with uncertainty 
has one of the following structures: 
P, : g(a,, ., a,) + Pk, : E,, . . . ,Pk, : c(, 
Pi : g(M) + TRUE : a 
FALSE : g(a,, . . ,c(,) + Pk, : al,. . . ,Pk, : LX, 
where Pi,Pk, , . , Pk,, are propositional symbols, TRUE and FALSE are special propo- 
sitional symbols that will be defined later, al,. . , a, are certainty variables and g is a 
certainty function; a certainty function is a function g : D” --+ D, where D is a cer- 
tainty domain, which combines the certainty factors of the premises of the clause and 
returns the certainty factor of the conclusion given by that clause; a certainty function 
has the following properties: 
&I ,...,X,)dg(yl,...,y,) + XidYi, i = l,...,n, (1) 
dx1 ,...,&)dXi, i = l,...,n. (2) 
Property (1) means that a greater certainty of the premises cannot yield a smaller 
certainty of the conclusion; Property (2) that a conclusion cannot have a certainty 
larger than its premises. 
A Horn formula with uncertainty is a set of Horn clauses with uncertainty 
{pi, : gl(al,...,h,) t pk,,, : ~l,...,pk,,,, : an,, 
. . . 
piu : gM(al >. . 2 %, > t pk., I : aI 2 . . . ~Pk~~.n,,, : &,b, >. 
Given a Horn formula with uncertainty, it is possible to partition its clauses in N 
sets Xi, one for each propositional symbol Pi, where Xi is the set {Cl,. . , C,, } of the 
clauses having the same conclusion Pi; for each set Xi there is a combination function 
fi : Dmj + D, which combines the certainty factors of the conclusions of the clauses 
in X, and returns the certainty factor of P,, i.e., the certainty factor obtained from all 
the clauses implicating Pi; a combination function has the following properties: 
.fXW 2~~.,Xrn,)6fi(Yl,..., ym,) + Xjdyi, j = l,..., m, (3) 
ml,... ,xm,)3xj, j = l,...,?iti. (4) 
Property (3) means that greater evidences cannot yield a smaller overall support to 
a fact; Property (4) that a fact cannot have a support lower than its evidences. 
The above properties of certainty and combination functions are a subset of the 
properties that Kifer [ 171 shows to be desirable for these functions; we choose these 
particular properties because they are sufficient for the correctness of the algorithms 
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presented below. Also, the properties of the certainty and combination functions hold 
for fuzzy-and and fuzzy-or in fuzzy logic as well as for the triangular norms and 
conorms in [S]. 
As an example of certainty and combination functions, we can, for each clause C,, 
define its certainty function as gJ@r,. .,(,,,) = min(gr,. .,xn,) and for each fact P, 
define its combination function as fi(xt , . .,x,,,,) = max(xl,. .,x,, ). This is coherent 
with the fuzzy logic definition of the fuzzy-and, jikzy-or and juzzy-not functions: 
x $ 1‘ = min(x, y), xy!:=max(x,y), ‘:x = 1 -8. 
The following formula is defined according with these choices: 
with .f,(xr ,x2) = max(xt ,x2); in fact the fuzzy Horn formula 
(Ps -6 9Pz)$(P5 -Pp3$P4) 
can be written as 
PSt(Pl~P2))/(P3~P4)=P5 + max(min(Pt, P2), min(P3, P4)) 
where the min function composes the premises of a clause, and the max function 
composes the clauses with the same conclusion. 
On the other side, for each clause C, we can define its certainty function as 
and for each fact Pi we can define its combination function recursively as 
.fi(xI,x2,...&?2,> =x1 +fi(~2,...,&n,)--l d(X?,...AJl~) 
.X(x) = x. 
(5) 
This is coherent with the definition of logic functions in some probabilistic systems 
where, giving that all the propositions are independent, the following definitions are 
often assumed: 
xll,v==x.y, xyy=x+y-x.y, TX = 1 -x. 
A well known example of a system in which these functions are used is MYCIN. 
A formula built according to the previous choices is the following: 
{Ps : XI x2 + P, : c(1, P2 : c12, P5 : x3 x4 * P3 : x3, P4 : x4} 
with ,f;(xr,x2) = x1 +x2 -xl .x2; the formula 
(Ps + PI $Pz)$(Ps +P3$P4) 
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can now be written as 
where the product function composes the premises of a clause, and the f(x,~) = 
(X + y - x . y) function composes the clauses with the same conclusion. 
An interpretation I is a function I : P ---f D, where P is the set of all propositional 
symbols and D is a certainty domain; the special propositional symbols TRUE and 
FALSE have certainty values 1 and 0, respectively, in any interpretation. In Boolean 
logic we can express clauses with no premises or conclusion. This cannot be done in 
our model, since we must explicitly state the relationship between certainties of the 
premises and certainty of the conclusion using the certainty variables and the certainty 
function. Nevertheless, equivalent clauses can be expressed in the following way: a 
clause with no premises is modeled using the symbol TRUE as explicit premise, while 
a clause with no conclusion is modeled using the symbol FALSE as explicit conclusion. 
A Horn clause with uncertainty 
Pj : g(&,,. . ,bn) + Pk, : x1,. . . ,Pk,, : a, 
is said to be true under I if 
I(pi ) 3 &(pk, ), . . > I(pk” )). (6) 
A Horn formula F with uncertainty is said to be true under I if for each propositional 
symbol Pi in F the following condition holds: 
z(pi)3f;(Y1~~+~,Ym,) (7) 
where Y, = gj(I(Pk,,, >, .. . ,I(Pk,,m, )) is the value of the certainty function 
@(al,. . . , a,,) under interpretation I; in this case, I is said to be a model for F. 
Theorem 2.1. If I is a model for the Horn formula F with uncertainty then all its 
clauses are true under I. 
PrOOf. Let Cj = Pi, : gj(oll,. . . ,a,,,) + Pk,,, : ~21,. . . ,Pk ,,“, : CI,,, be a ChUSe of F; if I 
is a model for F we have, by (7), I(Pi,)>fi,(yl,. . ., y,,,,), where yj is the value of 
gj(l(pk,., ),.. .,I(pk,.,,, )) and, from (3), fi,(Yl,.. .,Y,,)>Yj, SO (6),Z(P,,)ggj(I(pk,,, ),.. ., 
I(Pk,,n,)) is satisfied for Cj, and Cj is true under the interpretation I. 0 
In the following we assume J(xi , . . . ,x,, ) = max(xi, . . . ,xm, ) for each propositional 
symbol Pi. The max combination function is very useful for an efficient on-line handling 
of the formula; with this assumption, the certainty of a fact after the introduction of a 
new clause is updated only once, because the chain of updates starting from a fact will 
never reach it again; this behavior is stronger than the Finite Termination Property 
cited in [17], because the number of updates is not only finite but, indeed, it grows 
linearly in the number of the facts whose certainty has been modified by the new clause. 
Moreover, since we have no cycles, we can easily express bidirectional dependencies, 
a structure that different assumptions, like those in MYCIN, make very difficult to 
handle; in fact, if we use the combination function defined in (5), it is easy to show 
that a new clause can cause an infinite number of cyclic updates. 
Theorem 2.2. r ai/ the clausses of u Horn jiirmula F with uncertainty are frue under 
the interpretufion I, and for each propositional symbol P, the combination jkncfion 
,f; is rkjined by j;(xl, . . ,x,,) = max(x,, . . . ,xmc ), then I is u model jbr F. 
Proof. Assume that F is false under I; then there is at least a propositional symbol P, 
such that I(P;) < j;(y~,...,;!,~~) and so there is at least one Horn clause Ci with 
unce~ainty 
for which we have I(P;) < max(yi ,..., y,,) = lli = CJ(I(P~, ,) ,..., Z(Pk,<,,)) hence the 
clause Ci does not satisfy (7) so Cj is false under I. L 
A Horn formula F with uncertainty is sati~~able if there is at least one model I 
for it. 
Proposition 2.3. rf’ #EW exists (I model I jbr F such that 
VI’ modei,for F, VP E A, I(P) <I’(P) (8) 
then 1 is unique. 
Proof. Suppose that there are two models I’ and I” that verify (8); for each proposi- 
tional symbol P we have I’(P)<f”(P) and Z”(P)<Z’(P); hence, for each P, I’(P) = 
Z”(P). c, 
The model I is the minimum model for F. In the following we see that all the 
presented algorithms find the minimum model if the formula is satisfiable. 
The ien~th of a Horn formula F with uncertainty is the length of the string repre- 
senting F, and is denoted with Length. 
3. Directed hypergraphs 
The following definitions concerning directed hypergraphs are from [l] and are con- 
sistent with the more general definitions given in [14]. 
A directed lz,vpergra~~ H is a pair (iVIE), where N is a nonemp~ set of nodes 
and E is a set of hyperedges; a ~~~~eredge e is an ordered pair (T, h), with T C N, 
T # fl and h E N; h and T are called the head and the tail of the hyperedge e and 
are denoted with Head(e) and Tail(e), respectively. 
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The forward star of a node n, also FStar(n), is the set of hyperedges (e : II E 
Tail(s)}, and the backward star of a node n, also star, is the set of hyperedges 
(e : n = Head(e)}. 
A set of nodes S which is the tail of at least one hyperedge is called a source set; 
given a hypergraph H, its source area is the sum of the cardinalities of all the source 
sets of H; the source area of H is denoted with Area(H). The size of a hypergraph 
H is the value Size(H) = xe,EE ITaiE(ej)l, * in the literature a different kind of size is 
also used: a hypergraph H’ is derived from H where the mi hyperedges with the same 
source set s are represented by a single hyperedge from s to a dummy node c, the 
compound node, and mi hyperedges from c; this size is called Minsize(H) = Size(H’), 
since it is the size of a hypergraph H’ equivalent to H which is “minimal” under a 
simple minimali~ requirement; it is easy to see that ~~~s~ze(~) = Area(H) + /El. 
Given a hypergraph H, a ,~ubh.vpergraph of H is a h~ergraph H’ = {N’, E’) with 
N’ C N and E’ C: E. A subhypergraph is proper if at least one of the inclusions is strict. 
A hyperpath II,, = (Nn,T,,,E~~,,) from node s to node t on H, is a subhypergraph 
of H having the property that its hyperedges can be linearly ordered in a sequence 
(ei,..., ek} satisfying the following conditions: 
1. ‘o’ei E En,.,, Tail(ei) z{s, Head( . . . , Head(ei_1)) 
2. t+ei E En,,,Head(ei) &! {s, Head( . . . , Head(ei_I)) 
3. t = Head 
4. No proper subhypergraph of II,,, is a hyperpath from node s to node t on H. 
This concept generalizes the notion of simple path on a directed graph. A node t 
is said to be reachabZe from node s on H if there exists a h~e~ath II,,, on H. The 
predecessor of a node PI on the hyperpath 17,,*, denoted with Pred(n), is a hyperedge 
in En,,, having n as head; it is unique by condition 2. In Fig. 1 a hypergraph is shown. 
Thick hyperedges form a hyperpath from node s to node t; the ordering of their labels 
satisfy conditions l-4. 
A weighted irected hypergraph H is a triple {iV, E, W) where N is a nonempty set 
of nodes, E is a set of hyperedges and W is a weig~~t ~~~~tio~z which assigns a weight 
to all the nodes of every hyperpath II s,t on H; given a hyperpath El,,, on H and a 
node n E NJ~,,,, Wn,,(n) is the weight of the node n and Wn,,,(t) is the weight of the 
Fig. 1. A hyperpath from node s to node t. 
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hypevath flT, f ; given a node n, W~~,!ffl_ is the the maximum weight of a hyperpath 
77,,, and also the maximum weight of n; if no hyperpath 77s,n exists then we assume 
wjh4A.Y ll, ,, = 0. In the following we consider only weighted hypergraphs whose weight 
functions have the form: 
W 
ge( WU, ,(i), i E Tail(e)) if n # s, with e = Pred(n), 
n, ((n) = 
w(s) otherwise, 
where ge is a function ge : { Wn$,,(i),i E Tail(e)} 4 R related to hyperedge e and 
MI(S) is a function w : N + R which assigns a real value to the source node s of each 
hypcrpath 77%. I. 
4. Horn formulae and directed hypergraphs 
The following definitions and theorems extend some known results [2] on the rela- 
tionships between Horn formulae of propositional calculus and directed hypergraphs to 
Horn formulae with uncertainty. 
We can map a Horn formula with uncertainty to a weighted directed hypergraph 
with the following procedure: 
l for each propositional symbol Pi in F the node Pi is defined; 
l if the propositional symbols TRUE and/or FALSE do not occur explicitly in F, they 
must be added explicitly, defining the nodes TRUE and FALSE, respectively; 
l for each Horn clause Cj with uncertainty 
p,, :~f;li(~l>...>%,)+Pk,, :zl,...,pk,,, 1% ! J 
the hyperedge ej= ({Pk,, , . . . , Pk,,n, }, Pi,) is defined on H with the related function 
gj(w(pk, I 1,. 3 wcpk,.,,, >>; 
l for each Horn clause Cj with uncertainty 
P;, : gi(ci) + TRUE : r 
the hyperedge ej = ({TRUE},P,,) is defined on H with the related function 
gjyi(W(T’uE>); 
for each Horn clause Cj with uncertainty 
FALSE 1 gj(ul,... &,) t Pk,,, : x1 ,..., Pk ,,,, : ax, 
the hyperedge ej = ({Pk ,,,, . . . ,Pk, “,}, FALSE) is defined on H with the related 
function gj(w(pki,, 1,. . . , W(Pk, ,,: >I; 
the function w is defined as 
1 
w(P) = 
i 
if P = TRUE, 
0 otherwise. 
The extensions of the results in [2] require a careful formulation of the concepts of 
satisfiability and minimal model for the case of propositional logics with uncertainty. 
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Fig. 2. The hypergraph corresponding to formula (9) 
It is worth noting that, From a conceptual point of view, as the notion of minimal 
model for a Boolean Horn formula maps to the concept of closure of the node TRUE, 
the notion of minimal model for a Horn formula with uncertainty maps to a general- 
ized distance from the node TRUE. Fig. 2 shows the hypergraph corresponding to the 
following formula: 
(A : 0.8~ +-- TRUE : or 
B : 0.3a +- TRUE : CI 
B : 0.51 +- F : a 
C : 0.92 +- TRUE : c1 
D : min(a,p) c A : cc,B : b 
F:a+-C:a 
~ALSE~~.~~~~~,F~~~. 
(9) 
Theorem 4.1. Let F be a Horn formula with uncertainty and H the corresponding 
hypergraph; if there exists a hyperpath Zl TRUE,J, on H with weight Wn,,?,(Pi) and 
I is a model for F therz 
Proof. Suppose Z(P;) < WnTRRLldP, (Pi); F is true under I, SO for each node Pi on H (7) 
holds, having 
and 
I(Pi) 3 maX(ge~(z(Pk), Pk E Tffjz(ej)), ej f B~tffr(Pi)), 
hence 
Wll rRRLIsP, (Pi) > max(g,,(Wk),Pk E TaiZ(ej)),ej E RSWPi)). 
Since I( TRUE) = 1 and WU~~~.~,~~~%_ (TRUE) = w(TR~E) = 1, we have that 
Pi f TRUE holds and, from the definition of the weight of a node Pi, 
W&RL~.P, ( i) = ge(WIIrRtiE.P, (pkhpk 6-z Tail(e)) 
with e = Pred(Pi). 
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SO a hyperedge e = Pred(P;) exists on IlrRUE,P, such that 
HA wn,,  i’, (Pk), Pk E Tail(e)) > y,(Z(Pk), Px_ E Tail(e)) 
and, by (I), at least one node Pk E Tail(e) with Pk # Pi exists such that Wn,,,.,,, (Pk ) > 
[(Pk). Using the same arguments, moving backward on the hyperpath we obtain 
Wn,,[, ,,,( TRUE) = w(TRUE) = 1 > [(TRUE), but this is not possible. @ 
Theorem 4.2. Let F he a Horn formula with uncertainty and H the corresponding 
hypergraph; if WMAXnrRra,FILsE = 0 then F hus the model 
Proof. Suppose that F is false under 1; then there is at least one propositional symbol 
P; for which (7) is false, having 
and hence 
w.~AX nrRr t. i’, < max(gei(Z(Pk),Pk E TUil(ej)),e; E BStar(P,)). 
SO there is a hyperedge e E BStar(Pi) such that 
wMAX nrnc i P, < Yd~(pk),pk E Tail(e)) 
= &(WMA.YI~~K~~,~~ ,pk E Tail(e)) 
and, by (2) for each node Pk E Tail(e) we have 
so for each node Pk E Tail(e), Pi does not belong to the maximum weight hyperpath 
nTRUE.Pr 
Hence there exists a hyperpath flrR”~,p, with weight 
wn,,<, F P, (PI> = &(~(Pk),Pk E Tail(e)) > WMAxnrKi,Er, 
which is not possible. 0 
Corollary 4.3. A Horn formula F M’ith uncertainty is satisjable if and only [f 
Proof- If %wAx IZrRL,r.6.,LsE > 0 then, by Theorem 4.1, for each model I for F we have 
I(FALSE) > 0, which is not possible; if W~fin. TRCE i <LSE = 0 then, by Theorem 4.2, 
(10) is a model for F and so F is satisfiable. 0 
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Corollary 4.4. If a Horn jbrmula F with uncertainty is satisfiable then the model (10) 
is the minimum model. 
Proof. If F is satisfiable then, by Corollary 4.3, WMA.,Y~ - 0 and, by Theo- TRRL>E, FALSE - 
rem 4.2, F is true under I; by Theorem 4.1, for each model I’ for F it holds that 
I’cpi > 2 WMAX L’m E, p, so I is the minimum model. 0 
In Fig. 3 the hyperedges are labelled with the values of the corresponding certainty 
functions and the nodes are labelled with the minimum weight of a hyperpath from 
the node TRUE. WMAX~~~~~~.~~,..\~ = 0, so formula (9) is satisfiable and the minimum 
model is: 
Z(TRUE) = 1, I(A) = 0.8, I(B) = 0.45, 1(C) = 0.9, 
Z(D) = 0.45, I(E) = 0, I(F) = 0.9, I(FALSE) = 0. 
If we add the clause E : 0.6~ + D : X, we obtain the hypergraph shown in Fig. 4, in 
which wM~X IITRL E.I.ILSE = 0.243, so the new formula is not satisfiable. Thick hyperedges 
form the maximum weight hyperpath from the node TRUE to the node FALSE. 
0.8 
0 
0 
=- FALSE 
Fig. 3. The weights of the hypergraph corresponding to formula (9). 
Fig. 4. The hypergraph corresponding to an unsatisfiable formula. 
5. On-line ai~orithms for satisfiability problems with uncertainty 
The problem of on-line evaluation of Boolean Horn formulae has been studied by 
Ausieflo and Italian0 in 121, where it is shown that the on-line requirement does not 
increase the overall time complexity of’ the Boolean Horn-SAT problem. The on-line 
Horn-SAT problem with uncertainty has been studied in many areas related to knowl- 
edge representation, expert systems and uncertain reasoning, but with more emphasis to 
modeling issues rather than to ~ompu~t~onal complexity ones. The main contribution 
of this paper is to show the existence of efficient algorithms for this problem; we show 
two algorithms: the first one, As.sertl, solves the Horn-SAT problem making the only 
assumption that the combination function is the function mati-. The Assert2 algorithm 
assumes that the certainty domain is finite and that the certainty function is a func- 
tion ~~,(rnin(~~ , . . . , x~~~,~(~)l)), where g: is computable in constant time; in this case the 
overall time complexity is linear in the size of the formula times the cardinaiity of the 
certainty domain. This result shows that, under some conditions, the on-line Horn-SAT 
problem remains linear in the size of the formula even in case of unce~a~nty~ the 
constant factor expresses the increasing number of intermediate states at the growing 
of the certainty domain. 
The Assert I algorithm checks the satis~ability of a Horn formula F with unce~ainty 
in~rementaliy~ i.e., adding one Horn clause at a time starting from an empty formula; 
the algorithm maps the formula to a hypergraph and adds one hyperedge to the hyper- 
graph when a clause is added; then it recomputes the maximum weights of the nodes 
of the hypergraptl starting from the values known before the hyperedge was added; 
the maximum weights of the nodes of the hypergraph define the minimum model as 
in (10). 
In the following U~~~teG(e : ~y~~r~~~~~ is assumed to be a procedure that com- 
putes the new value of gc when the certainty factor of a node n E Tail(r) changes. 
We use the following variables: 
G[e] is the actual value of the function ge, W[n] is the actual value of the maximum 
weight of the node n and Pred[n] is the predecessor of node n on the maximum weight 
hyperpath n,,,,. The arrays G and MJ are initialized to 0 except for lY[TRUE], 
which is initialized to 1. Fu~he~ore, Q is a temporary variable which will be used as 
a priority queue. The procedures Insert and ~e~~~e~u~ are the standard operations on 
priority queues; these can be implemented in any way, for example as an unordered 
array. or a heap. 
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procedure Assert 1 (e : Hyperedge) 
var 
Q : set of Node 
begin 
Q:=@ 
UpdateG(e) 
n := Head(e) 
if G[e] > W[n] then begin 
W[n] := G[e] 
Pred[n] := e 
Insert(Q, n) 
end 
while Q # 0 do begin 
RemoveMax(Q, n) 
for each Hyperedge j E FStar[n] do begin 
i := Head[j] 
UpdateG( j) 
if G[j] > W[i] then begin 
W[i] := G[j] 
Pred[i] := j 
Znsert( Q, i) 
end 
end 
end 
end 
Now we show that Assert1 is correct and we find its time complexity: first we show 
that Assert1 stops and we find its time complexity; then we see that when Assert1 
stops we can check if the formula built up to now is satisfiable, and find the minimum 
model for it. 
In the following N is the number of nodes Pi whose maximum weight W~mn,,~, 
changes during the execution of Assertl; A4 is the number of hyperedges e whose 
related function ge changes value during the execution of Assert 1; F is the maximum 
cardinality of FStar(Pi) of the nodes Pi whose maximum weight W~un,,,,, changes 
during the execution of Assertl; T is the maximum cardinality of Tail(e) of the hy- 
peredges e whose related function ge changes value during the execution of Assertl. 
Lemma 5.1. If the node Pk is removed from Q immediately after the node Pi then 
W[Pk] d W[Pi]. 
Proof. When a node Pi is removed from Q, W[Pi] = max( W[Pq],Pq E Q) holds, 
so for each node Pq in Q, when Pi is removed we have W[P,] ,< W[Pi]; the theorem 
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is proved if we show that the nodes Ph inserted in Q before Pk is removed verify 
W[Ph] < W[P,]; the nodes Ph is the nodes Ph = Head(e,,) with e, E FStar(P,) such 
that G[e/] 3 w[Ph], and the weights w[Ph] are set to G[e;] before the insertion; by ( 1 ) 
for each e, E FStar(P;) we have G[ej] 6 W[Pi], so each node Ph inserted in Q verify 
W[Phl d W[P,l. n 
Corollary 5.2. Euch node P, is removed from Q at most once. 
Proof. Suppose that node Pi has been removed from Q when W[P,] = a; P, will be 
inserted again into Q if and only if W[Pi] changes from h to c with c > h >u; so. 
when P, will be removed again from Q, we will have 
W[P,] =d>c>a 
but, by Lemma 5.1, this is not possible. Z 
Corollary 5.3. The maximum size of Q is the number N of nodes Pi n!hose maximum 
Lieight W[P;] changes during Assert 1, 
Theorem 5.4. The Assert 1 algorithm has a time complexitll 
O(N cost(RemoveMax) + N . F(cost( UpdateG) + cost(Insert))). (11) 
Proof. The while . . . do loop is executed, by Corollary 5.3, at most N times; inside the 
while . . . do loop, the for.. . each loop is executed at most lFStar(Pi)I times for each 
node P, removed from Q, so UpdateG is computed at most N F times and Insert is 
executed at most N . F times. 0 
If the set Q is represented by an unordered array we have cost(RemoveA4ax) = O(N), 
cost(Insert) = O(l), so the time complexity of Assert1 is O(N2 +N .Fcost( UpduteG)); 
else, if a heap is used to represent Q, we have cost( RemoveMax) = O(log N) and 
cost(fnsert) = O(log N), so the time complexity of Assert I is 
O(N log N + N .F(cost( UpdateG) + log N)) 
= O(N .F(cost( UpdateG) + log N)). 
If cost( UpduteG) = O(l), as when the certainty of a conclusion is the product of the 
certainty of the premises, the time complexity is 0(N2 + N . F) using an array and 
O(N F log N) using a heap. If cost( UpdateG) = 0( I’), as when the certainty of 
a conclusion is a function computable in time linear in the number of the premises, 
the time complexity is O(N2 + N .F ‘2”) using an array and O(N.F( T + log N)) us- 
ing a heap. If the certainty of a conclusion is the minimum of the certainty of the 
premises, we can efficiently compute UpdateG using a heap for each hyperedge; we 
have cost( UpdateG) = O(log r) and the time complexity becomes O(N2 + N.F log T) 
using an array and O(N . F(log T + log N )) using a heap. 
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Lemma 5.5. When Assert1 stops for each node Pi E N the following condition holds: 
if W[Pi] > 0 then there exists a hyperpath IITR~E,,~, with Wn,,,,,, = W[Pi]. 
(12) 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the updates of F[Pi]; we prove that 
1. Condition (12) is true when no clauses have been added yet by the assumptions 
on W [Pi] at the start; 
2. if (12) holds for node Pi before W[Pi] is updated from a to 6, then (12) holds 
also after the update; if W[Pi] is updated then there is a hyperedge ej E BStar(Pi) such 
that G[ej] > a, so, by (2) for each node Pk E Tail(ej) there is a hyperpath Ii’r~r~~,p~ 
weighting WflIRL%.Pk > G[ej] and, since G[ej] > a, the node P, does not belong to any 
of these hyperpaths. 
Hence there exists a hyperpath L’TR(IE,~, with weight G[ej]; Assert1 assigns 
W[P,] = G[e,] = 6, so (12) holds after the update. 17 
Lemma 5.6. When Assert1 stops for each hyperpath II~R(/E,~, it holds that 
Proof. Suppose that when Assert1 stops there exists a node Pi whose hyperpath 
II~R(IE,P, weights Wn,,,, > W[P,]; hence there is at least one hyperedge ej E BStar(Pi) 
such that for each node Pk E TaiZ(ej) exists a hyperpath z;Ir~u~,p~ weighting 
WIl TRLt,pi > W [Pi]; there are two cases: 
1. VPk E Tail(ej), Wn,,E,,i = w[Pk]; G[ej] was updated at each change of w[Pk] 
and Pk E Tail(e,), so we have G[ej] = Wn,,,, > W[P,]; but after the update of G[ej] 
Assert1 should have set W[Pi] to G[ej] = WH~~~,~,~,, which is false by hypothesis; 
2. 3pk E Tail(ej), Wn,,8E,,i > w[Pk]; we can repeat the demonstration substituting 
Pk to P, and so on until we meet the Case 1 or the node TRUE is reached; in this 
latter case we have 
which is not possible. 0 
If F is the Horn formula with uncertainty formed by the clauses added until Assert1 
stops, we have the following results: 
Corollary 5.7. When Assert1 stops the interpretation: I(Pi) = W[Pi] is the minimum 
model. 
Corollary 5.8. When Assert1 stops F is satisfiable if and only if 
W[FALSE] = 0. 
If the certainty domain is finite, i.e., if there are L certainty factors, we can enhance 
the time complexity of the Assert1 algorithm structuring the set Q as an array of size 
I. and using an auxiliary variable I equal to the maximum weight of the nodes in Q; 
at each moment Q[h] contains the nodes P, to be extracted whose weights W[P,] are 
equal to h. 
After a node P, is removed from Q two possibilities arise: 
l the set Q[I] is not empty: 1 is left unchanged; 
l the set Q[I] is empty: 1 is decremented until Q[l] is not empty; during N remotions 
I can change at most L times, so the total cost of N remotions is 0( max(N. L )). 
The time complexity becomes O(L + N. F cost( C’pduteG)) since the initialization of 
Q has a cost O(L), the total cost of Rrnzoce is O(N) and cost(In.zsert) = 0( 1 ). This 
feature is used in the next algorithm. 
5.2. The Assert2 ulqorithm 
In the following we consider the case in which the certainty function has the form 
where 8’ is computable in constant time; for instance we can define this clause: 
P,, : 0.X. min(xt ,..., r,l,) + Pk, , : xl ,..., Pk ,, : x,, 
in which we not only take the minimum certainty of the premises but also multiply 
it for a scaling factor, to represent that independently on the premises, the rule is not 
exact, so you have to lose some certainty using it. This class of certainty functions 
is significant because it generalizes the min function, which, together with the max 
combination function, has been widely used in fuzzy logic. 
For this class of functions, several improvements can be made to the Assert1 al- 
gorithm. For each hyperedge e, we can use a heap of size at most T ordered on the 
weights of the nodes Pi E Tuil(ef); in this way we have cost( Up&reG) = O(log T), 
and the time complexity is O(L + N. F log T). Alternatively, for each hyperedge c, 
we can group the nodes P, E Tuil(r,) with the same weight w and use an array or 
a heap of size at most L ordered on the weights of these sets; in this way we have 
co.r/( UpduteG) = O(L) with the array and cost( UpduteG) = O(logL) with the heap, 
and the time complexity becomes O(N.F.L) using an array and O(L + N.F log L ) using 
a heap. If we use an array NW of size L for each hyperedge, storing in NW[c, I] the 
cardinality of the set {P, : Pi E Tail(e), W[P,] = I} we have relevant results regarding 
the total time complexity, i.e., the time needed to dynamically insert all the clauses of 
a given formula F; the following variables are used: 
NW: away [Hyperedge, CertaintyFactor] of Integer 
MIN: away [Hyperedge] of CertaintyFactor 
old W: nvvay [Node] of CertaintyFactor 
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The array oldW is initialized like the array W; the UpdateG procedure is the fol- 
lowing: 
procedure UpdateG(e : Hyperedge; old W, newW : CertaintyFactor) 
begin 
Decrement(NW[e, oZdW]) 
Zncrement(NW[e, new W]) 
while NW[e,MIN[e]] = 0 do 
Zncrement(MIN[e]) 
G[e] = G’(MZN[e]) 
end 
Finally, this is the Assert2 algorithm: 
procedure Assert2(e : Hyperedge) 
uar 
begin 
Q : array [CertaintyFactor] of set of Node 
for each CertaintyFactor I do begin 
Q[l] := 0 
NW[e, I] = 0 
end 
MIN[e] := 1 
for each Node n E TaiZ[e] do begin 
Zncrement(NW[e, W[n]]) 
MIN[e] := Min(MIN[e], W[n]) 
end 
G[e] := G’(MIN[e]) 
I := 0 
n := Head(e) 
if G[e] > W[n] then begin 
W[n] := G[e] 
Pred[n] := e 
I := W[n] 
Insert(Q[Z], n) 
end 
while Q[l] # 0 do begin 
Remove(Q[Z], n) 
while I > 0 and Q[Z] = 0 do 
Decrement(l) 
for each Hyperedge j E FStar[n] do begin 
i := Head[j] 
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~p~~~teG~,j, oldW[n], W[n]) 
if G[j] > W[i] then begin 
u/d1 := W[i] 
W[i] := G[j] 
Pred [i] := ,j 
Remo1:e(Q[oldl], i) 
In.se~t(&[~],i) 
end 
end 
oEAW[n] := W[n] 
end 
end 
From the previous discussions, and since the cost of the initialization phase is 
O(L + T), it is easy to show that the time complexity of the Asserf algorjthm is 
O( N. F. L); ~~hernlore the following result holds: 
Theorem 5.9. The total time comple.uity of the Assert2 algorithm jbr M insrrtions. 
.starting ,fl-om un empty ,forrmlu, is O(L . Ntot), lz,here IV,,, is cc, EE 1 Tail(e, )/. 
Proof. The total cost of the initialization phase is O(L~M+N,,,); a node P, is removed 
from Q at most L times, since it is inserted in Q only if Wff,] changes, and it can 
change at most L times; so the total cost of Remorse is O(L . Nf; the variable I is 
decremented at most L times for each hyperedge inserted, so the total cost of the 
Decrenzent( I) instruction is O(L . M); the UpdateG function is called at most L iv,,, 
times, since the for.. . each loop is executed at most lFStar(Pi)/ times for each node 
Pl, c,,,, IFStar(Pi)l = Ce,EE ITail(ei)l an a node can be removed from Q at most d 
L times; in the UpduteG function, the inner loop is executed at most 1. M times: 
hence the amortized time complexity of the Assert2 algorithm is 
if a formula F has M clauses, since N,,, = Size(H) = Length(F), the following 
corollary holds: 
Corollary 5.10. The Assert2 algorithm checks the surisfiuhility ($a Horn ~~ri~~~4li~ F 
\idl uncertuinfy in time O(L Length(F)). 
This result extends to the logics with uncertainty a similar result in [2]; an approach 
often used in the literature is to work on the hypergraph H’, expressing the complexity 
of the algorithms as a function of ~~~~~~e~~); in this case, since ~j~s~ze~~) <&r(H), 
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the time complexity of the Assert2 algorithm improves, but we have also to maintain 
the minimal representation of H; the main approach is to impose an order on the nodes 
and a lexicographic order on the source sets, using a balanced search tree T whose 
leaves are the source sets; when inserting a hyperedge e, we first search Tail(e) in T; 
if there is no such source set, we insert the source set s = Tail(e) in T, create the 
compound node c and the hyperedges (s,c) and (c,Head(e)); if there is a source set 
s = Tail(e) in T, we just insert the hyperedge (c, Head(e)). If in the formula F there 
are Ns different source sets, the total cost of maintaining H’ is O(M 1ogNs) and the 
following corollary holds: 
Corollary 5.11. The Assert2 algorithm checks the satisfiability of a Horn formula 
with uncertainty in a time O(L . Minsize(H) + M log Ns). 
Note that if Ns = O(M), as with sparse hypergraphs or with small source sets, we 
have 
Minsize(H) = O(Size(H)) = O(Length(F)) 
and the time complexity working with H’ is O(L . Length(F) + M . IogM). 
6. Conclusions and future work 
We have shown a method to represent a significant class of Horn formulae with 
uncertainty using weighted directed hypergraphs; this class has the combination function 
defined as the maximum of the arguments. We presented two algorithms that solve the 
Horn-SAT problem with uncertainty making increasing assumptions on the formula. We 
found that the second one, the Assert2 algorithm, solves the on-line Horn-SAT problem 
in a time linear in the size of the formula, matching the optimal result given in [2] 
and showing that the greater number of allowed certainty factors with respect to the 
Boolean set does not prevent the on-line problem to have the same overall time bounds 
of the off-line one. Note that, although the Assert1 algorithm does not reach the same 
asymptotical cost, from a practical point of view it could be a viable alternative, due 
to the greater generality of the clauses it handles. Moreover, it could easily outperform 
the Assert2 algorithm under the reasonable assumption that all clauses have a “small” 
number of premises. 
More work can be done; for instance, we can add clauses until we obtain an unsat- 
isfiable formula; if we associate to each clause a fixed reliability value, it would be 
interesting to determine some set of clauses whose deletion makes the formula satis- 
fiable and which is minimum with respect to some function of the reliability of the 
clauses. It is easy to show that in the case of Boolean Horn formulae, if we want to 
minimize the number of deleted clauses we have the MAX-Horn-SAT problem, which 
is known to be NP-complete. Under uncertainty conditions, if we want to minimize 
the sum of the reliability of the deleted clauses the problem is still NP-complete, being 
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very easy to reduce it to the MAX-Horn-SAT problem giving unit reliability to each 
clause, but in this case there are other and more significant functions to minimize in- 
stead of the sum. An interesting function to minimize is the maximum reliability of the 
deleted clauses, because it is both semantically reasonable and polynomially solvable: 
it would be interesting to find efficient algorithms to determine such set of clauses. 
Since many of the results in this paper derive from the tight relationship between 
maximum weight hyperpath problems on weighted directed hypergraphs and satisfia- 
bility problems on Horn formulae with uncertainty, further investigations can also be 
made on the relations between flow and cut problems on weighted directed hypergraphs 
and the corresponding problems on Horn formulae with uncertainty. 
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